
LMM Europe Equity Select UCITS Fund

Quarterly Fund Review Q3 2022

• The Fund invests in equities listed on 
European exchanges. 

• The Fund deploys a systematic 
screening of fundamental company 
specific data and general market data. 

Quarterly Review 

Q3 turned out to be a quarter of 

superlatives. The epicenter of the tremors 

running through the global financial 

markets was the fixed income market, set 

in motion by the big central banks. The 

effects were felt throughout the market 

hitting all asset classes including Equities 

and Commodities and FX markets.

The cause of it all was of course the 
inflation wave rumbling over the globe. 
When central banks then finding 
themselves behind the curve, ultra-
hawkish statements followed by a rather 
extreme speed and amplitude of rate 
hikes, was needed to signal that they are 
still in control of things.

• We are keeping the Fund well diversified 
at all times according to the UCITS rules. 

• We are benchmark agnostic and build a 
true bottom-up portfolio based on 
individual company qualifications.

Investment Approach  

However, as we have discussed earlier in 

our quarterly fund reviews, this current burst 

of inflation is to a large extent supply side 

driven and monetary policy is quite a blunt, 

not to say ineffective, instrument to 

counter such a type of inflation.

Regardless, what is done is done, and the 

effects of rate hikes on the financial 

markets are indeed significant. In the bond 

markets the Fixed Income asset class has 

finally got its family name back. 

The German Bund, a bit of a European 

benchmark for long bonds, has spent more 

than a decade with a 1-handle yield, and 

three of those years with yield below 0%. 

And remember, this is nominal yield. Real 

yield was of course lower.
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When inflation finally came, it was a bit of 

a sobering moment for all kinds of DIY 

inflation hedges. If we take gold for 

example, goldbugs has tooted the merits 

of the yellow metal as the best inflation 

hedge money could buy for a long time.

This despite rather unstable correlation 

with inflation historically. When inflation 

returned to the financial markets with a 

vengeance, recording 40-year highs in 

many developed countries, any gold 

position in portfolios has dragged down 

performance with 15% YTD. Obviously not 

much of a hedge.

Carry trades are normally a better way to 

address inflation hedging, which even 

generates some income while one waits 

for the action. 

As Central Banks in developed countries, 

with higher yielding currencies, normally 

hike rates earlier and or faster than CBs 

with lower yielding currencies, the higher 

yielding currencies will appreciate. Hence 

USD/CHF and USD/JPY positions can work 

quite well to protect a portfolio against an 

inflation surge.

Further, due to this, it is quite likely that 
Central Banks is reaching peak 
hawkishness. From here both the rhetoric 
and actions are probably going to be 
more measured and balanced during the 
autumn.

In last quarters report we elaborated on 
the early signs of economic slowdown in US 
and especially Europe. Interestingly, 
analysts have started to review expected 
company earnings. Wall Street has since 
then slashed Q3 earnings expectations 
with 34bn USD. 
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Graph 1. Supply bottlenecks dissipating.

Source: American Shipper, Marine Exchange

But now it seems like we are currently at 

Peak Inflation, and that inflation is going to 

fall back quite fast during Q4 and Q1, 

probably faster than the market is currently 

pricing.

Inflation leading indicators such as Energy 

prices, Financial condition index, NY Fed 

statistics of Wage pressure and Supply 

bottlenecks as measured by for example 

Delivery times and Long Beach unloading 

time, are all pointing to a lower inflation 

going forward.

Graph 2. Global Financial Conditions is tightening 
fast, cooling economic activity.

Source: BIS
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An EPS growth of 2,6% is now priced into to 

the S&P500. This summer a rise of 9,2% was 

expected. Hence a quite steep revision in 

only 3 months, as the equity markets are 

adjusting to a lower economic activity. 

If we look into the crystal ball, we see 

falling inflation during the autumn and 

winter, and corporate profit warnings 

hitting the screens in Q4.

This might actually be rather constructive 

for the equity market. Since this year's 

nervousness originates from the fear that 

the inflation spike will trigger Central banks 

to overreact and cause a hard landing, 

falling inflation will ease this concern. 

Monetary authorities can then afford to be 

less hawkish. As for the coming profit 

warnings, a lot of the bad news is already 

priced in by analysts and investors.

Table 2. Fund statistics since inception.Table 1. Fund statistics Q3 2022. 

Graph 4. Since inception, the Fund delivered a return 
of -2,23% while the benchmark did -1,56%.

Source: FactSet, RBC

Graph 3. The fund fell 4,24% over the quarter while 
the benchmark fell 5,07%.

Source: FactSet, RBC

Performance review 

The funds best performers this quarter was 

Meier Tobler, Tecan and ASML.

Meier Tobler has shown that they manage 

to deliver despite some continued issues in 

their supply chain. 

Further, Meier Tobler also compensated the 

rising input prices with higher sales prices, 

leaving them with a very healthy Q2 EBITDA 

rise of 71%. The report was significantly 

better than what analysts had expected, 

and the stock rose 25,8% over the quarter.

Tecan delivered strong H1 results with a 

sales of 584 m CHF (vs 454 m CHF last year). 

Especially encouraging was the strong 

organic growth in non-Covid related sales. 

The EBITDA margin kept above 20 %.
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Measures
Europe 

Benchmark

LMM Europe Equity 
Select Class X

Annualised 
Return -1.56% -2.23%
Stdev 20.88% 21.66%
Beta 1 0.82
Period Return -4.24% -6.03%
Risk Free Rate 2.00% 2.00%
Sharpe Ratio -0.17 -0.20
Portfolio Alpha 0 -1.79

Measures
Europe 

Benchmark

LMM Europe Equity 
Select Class X

Annualised 
Return N/A N/A
Stdev 16.44% 22.40%
Beta 1 0.66
Period Return -5.07% -4.24%
Risk Free Rate 2.00% 2.00%
Sharpe Ratio -1.26 -0.79
Portfolio Alpha 0 0.83
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The integration of Paramit seems to be 

going according to plan. The company 

reported an expansion of automated 

genomics portfolio in both business 

segments. A new reagent kit for mass 

spectrology and genomics applications 

was also launched. The stock was up 

23,73% over the quarter.

Our holding of ASML shares were divested 

during the quarter (August 17) generating a 

profit of 19,6%. The chips business has been 

drawn into a geopolitical vortex as US 

clamps down on Chinese access to 

advanced semiconductors. This could spur 

Beijing to step up support for domestic 

firms. Fears are that the whole industry will 

be hurt form this and investors are getting a 

bit nervous about the future.

At the bottom of the portfolio this quarter 

we find Emak, Cancom and Royal Unibrew.

In Emak, the strong rate of sales 

improvement in Q1 was dampened in Q2 

and CEO Luigi Bartoli mentioned that he 

was happy with the results despite a 

complex macroeconomic environment, 

especially when compared to the 

exceptional figures of 2021. However, the 

market had expected more and traded 

down the stock 24,9% during the quarter.

Cancom was sold off by 24,1% during the 

quarter as supply chain issues continued to 

take its toll and reduced growth. We will 

see what the new management can do 

when previous COO Rüdiger Rath takes 

over in November. Cancom and Microsoft 

presented a new e-learning solution during 

the quarter. Interestingly, now some 

analysts has changed their 

recommendation on the stock to “buy” 

after the fall. 

For Royal Unibrew, the price increases 

implemented earlier this year have now full 

effect which led the company to 

announce a 15% organic revenue increase 

for Q2. So, the Revenue beat analyst 

expectations but EBITDA missed, which led 

to a selloff in the stock. It fell 21,1% during 

the quarter.

In September, the acquisition of 

Amsterdam Brewing CO Ltd was closed. 

The newly bought company will contribute 

equivalent of DKK 200m to revenues and 

DKK 28m to EBITDA.

August 17, BlackRock flagged for holding 

9,97%  of the company.
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Available fund classes:

Class A LU1972727835

Class B LU1972727918

Class I LU1972728213

Class X LU1972728304

LMM Europe Equity Select Fund

Graph 5. Fund distribution

Source: Neox Capital, FactSet 



            

Disclaimer

This document is intended as general information only.

This document has been prepared without taking into account your objectives, financial situation
or needs. You should consider these matters before acting on any information. If investors are
unsure if this product is suitable for them, they should seek advice from a financial adviser.
Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves about
and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not constitute an offer or solicitation by
anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is
unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. Persons interested in any of Neox Capital's products
or services should inform themselves as to (i) the legal requirements in the countries of their
nationality, residence, ordinary residence or domicile; (ii) any foreign exchange controls and (iii)
any relevant tax consequences. The Neox Capital’s services are available only in jurisdictions
where its promotion and sale are permitted. Where securities are mentioned in this document,
they do not necessarily represent a specific portfolio holding and do not constitute a
recommendation to purchase, hold or sell. No responsibility or liability is accepted for any errors
or omissions or misstatements however caused.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and future results of the portfolio discussed
herein are likely to differ from past performance. Because the portfolio contains a limited number
of stocks, the returns will be more volatile than a portfolio investing in a higher number of
securities. The portfolio involves risk and may lose money. Investor returns may differ.

It should not be assumed that investors will experience returns in the future, if any, comparable to
those shown or that any or all of Neox Capital Investments’ investors experienced such returns.
The information shown is historic and should not be taken as any indication of future
performance. Comparisons to indices are provided for illustrative purposes only. Broad indices
are shown only as an indication of the general performance of the equity markets during the
periods indicated.
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